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INTRODUCTION
& KEY POINTS
01:43 MIN READ

Asylum Access understands that institutions led by those most

1

led organizations (RLOs). 2

of “local” referenced on page 12 of Peace
Direct’s “
”
report.

organizations (RLOs) as “any formal or infor
mal initiative/organization that is founded
and run by people of forced displacement
background and/or any formal or informal
initiative/organization where people of
forced displacement are in major leadership
the organization.”
3 See the Resourcing Refugee Leadership
Initiative’s
for more
information on the impact of RLOs.
4

4

—and in particular

is to dismantle the structures that enable this exclusion (both within
our own organization and in the ecosystem in which we operate) and

While in this document we refer to host

as “local civil society,” we know this is not
civil society organizations, and host com
same challenges as RLOs. The exclusion of
both groups needs to be addressed, though
this exclusion is experienced more acutely
by RLOs and with additional challenges.

3

3

From our recent and ongoing learning, we understand there are
equitable
partnerships , which we understand as partnerships where systems,
processes, and daily interactions help to rectify the power imbalances
that enable exclusion.

Through both our mistakes and our successes in building
those lessons here. This Building Equitable Partnerships position paper
sets out the
that describe

partnerships with RLOs.

Position Paper
Key Points

are more likely to lead responses that are accountable, legitimate,

building equitable partnerships
organizations, which we understand as partnerships where systems,
processes and daily interactions help to rectify the power imbalances that
enable exclusion.
RLOs.

4

THE
FIVE
FOUNDATIONAL
ELEMENTS
FOR BUILDING
EQUITABLE
PARTNERSHIPS
AND
COOWNERSHIP
ARE:
1

DIVERSITY, REPRESENTATION,
EQUITY AND INCLUSION
2

CO-DESIGNING projects with
local actors, including RLOs

3

Ensuring CO-LEADERSHIP
during project implementation

4

Promoting CO-VISIBILITY
sustainability and impact

5

5

Ensuring TRUST AND
TRANSPARENCY with local

As a starting point, we as international

equitable partnerships

Assume knowledge and expertise by those most proximate

Resource equitable partnerships with time and money

6
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CHALLENGES
WITH CREATING
CHANGE
04:05 MIN READ

5

.5 Advocates of refugee leadership
include but are not limited to the
,
and

and localization

.
.6 Paragraph 106 of the
declares that
“States and relevant stakeholders will facil
itate meaningful participation of refugees,
including women, persons with disabilities,
and youth, in Global Refugee Forums,
ensuring the inclusion of their perspectives
on progress.”

support or be included or listened to during key strategizing and

6

.
introduced a pledge on refugee participation
Refugee Forum in 2019. In 2019, the Global

participation pledge, 7 promoting RLOs on their websites, and increasing

Asylum Access, also released the
with a set of recommendations
on the ways in which we can facilitate
meaningful participation and inclusion of
refugees within our sector.
.8 The absolute volume of international
humanitarian assistance given directly to
local and national actors increased by 23%
between 2016 and 2020 (from USD 615
million to USD 756 million).
.9 As mentioned, only 3.1% of total
international humanitarian assistance was
given to local and national actors in 2020.

8

is estimated using the Global Humanitarian
Assistance Report 2021, and gutchecked
by consulting with RLO partners around the
9

estimation. We recognize this calculation
is imperfect due to the constraints of
understanding complex funding structures,
unavailability of data, and lack of transpar
ency from donors.

8

Other commitments

including RLOs, we see an ongoing expectation that those partners
10

collaborations with local partners which lack transparency, account
partner. 11
We argue that the disconnect between dominant actors’ com

ongoing structural racism. Many current practices and attitudes in the

acutely.

comparison to other proximate actors, RLOs are also least likely to be
with decisionmakers and donors.

10 A useful resource on white dominant
professional culture is published on the
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture
.
11 On
,
The Shifting the Power project has also
argued that “INGOs have to improve their
partnership practices with local and national
NGOs to better recognize and respond to
their leadership, as well as to adapt accord
ingly their advocacy, media or fundraising
work”.

9

already been oppressed and
silenced leading up to and during
many experience it again—in new

humiliating treatment by interna
tional actors, as articulated in The
Global Governed (Pincock et al,
2020) and a 2020 report by RLOs
leaders explain they were asked to
use back entrances and their pens

Second, strategizing and

12

without the knowledge and
including RLOs. This leads to the

Third, they create competition
amongst excluded groups,
hindering organizational
sustainability and collaboration
amongst local organizations,
including RLOs.

12 More information about this report, “Coun
Community Organisations in the Field”, is available on
request.

10

WHY EQUITABLE
PARTNERSHIPS
01:18 MIN READ

ership and localization unless we unpack and address the power dynamics

sectors.13

and localization agendas.

organizations, including RLOs. Some collaborate to implement projects, to

Foster greater learning, growing and mindset change
13 Individuals who have advocated for
shifting power and localizing the humani
tarian and development sector include but
are not limited to
,
,
and
. Organizations
engaged in this work include but are not
limited to
,
,
,
,
and
. Several articles on these topics have
been featured on
and
.

11

impact.

FIVE
FOUNDATIONAL
ELEMENTS FOR
EQUITABLE
PARTNERSHIPS

03:08 MIN READ

standing aside altogether.
Assuming this assessment has been done, and that our unique

these elements contribute to eliminating structural barriers within the

displacement.

12

4

1

EMBRACE DEI
VALUES

Committing to and implementing
inclusion and representation

CO-VISIBILITY

2

CO-DESIGN

local partners in joint projects,
in particular towards donors
and other actors who can be

signed by those most proximate.

supporting progress or building

and support based on needs
DIV E RS IT Y Teams and
partners should represent

when they do, projects and
partnerships will be at their

credit where credit is due in both

partners as soon as possible and

publications (unless local partners
request to stay anonymous),

equal or more say on all aspects

partners as much as possible, and

R E PR E S E NTATIO N
plans and grant applications, etc).

leadership, and partnerships

3

CO-LEADERSHIP

EQ U IT Y

A key ingredient in building
partnerships is trust. Trust can be
made around strategy, changes

eroded) depending on the
partners around core issues

processes. Partners should de
I N C LU S IO N More so than
simply “including,” inclusion is

TRANSPARENCY

partners should enjoy joint lead

treatment, opportunity and
excluded and underrepresented
groups, including eliminating

5

this transparency includes
budgets, in particular allocations

hold one another accountable to
attached to the project. Each
organization should also openly

the resources necessary to carry

13

and outcomes, and organizational
risks throughout the project.

EFFECTIVE
AND IMPACTFUL
METHODS OF
BUILDING
EQUITABLE
PARTNERSHIPS

08:58 MIN READ

insights into approaches that are likely to
lead to equitable partnerships. While not

14

1

SECTION

and Commit Our
Organizations to
Change

nerships. Education and commitment to ongoing learning are necessary

To make such a commitment real, Asylum Access has learned that

thought and practice.

14

We can

We must recognize and acknowledge that the systemic

14 In countries where refugees are not
legally allowed to work, organizations have
found creative pathways for meaningful
inclusion of refugees within their leadership
and programs. Paid arrangements can be
complicated in some national contexts but
creative options can keep staff and organi
zations safe. Please feel free to reach out to
Asylum Access if you would like any advice
on navigating this process.

15

organizations, which can be a draining and traumatic process.

SAFETY
physically) when participating in any engagement process.
TRUSTWORTHINESS AND TRANSPARENCY
building and maintaining trust. There must be transparency

COLLABORATION AND MUTUALITY

experience.
STRENGTHS-BASED APPROACH

promoting healing.
SOCIAL JUSTICE

the systemic and institutional oppression that continues to
create trauma.

16

2

Create
Accountability
to Learning
Assume knowledge and expertise by those most
experience, but these skill sets do not always apply within

organizations wrongly assume that local actors lack capacity

is...to connect colleagues to the resources and power they need

Because

15

To build this intelligence, we

collaboration. We can carry out basic research about cultural

15 Cultural intelligence (CQ) is “the ability
to relate and work effectively with people
from different cultural backgrounds and
it goes beyond existing notions of cultural
sensitivity and awareness.” For more infor
mation on cultural intelligence, please visit
the Cultural Intelligence Center
.

17

prioritizing, building, and utilizing cultural intelligence.

are likely to recognize, earlier than any international actor, the

application processes and grant agreements that may prioritize
outcomes. Through honest dialogue, international actors can

raise these questions and prompt consideration about more

ing these relationships, we aim to be not just a resource, but a
trusted companion on the journey towards systems change. The

opportunities as they arise.

18

Decenter

and multilateral organizations, leading to the tremendous accumulation

the Sector

do not. Centering local leadership means ensuring resources

tions to donors and other actors without the need to insert our

restrictions on RLOs to set up bank accounts or legally register

Partner with RLOs and let us do it our way.” 16

and then engaged a local partner as a collaborator. When we
reached out to talk with the donor about a renewal grant, the

power between us and our partner, and we hope encouraged the

(APNOR) consultations, July 2021.

19

takes time and money. The extra steps needed to practice

proximate to bring about change.

20

ABOUT

ASYLUM
ACCESS’

JOURNEY

03:02 MIN READ

Asylum Access has both an international presence (registered as
a global organization in the United States), as well as national organi
zations run by local leaders in Malaysia, Mexico and Thailand. As an

K

We listened to leaders at the
, the

21

and

CREATE A SHARED VISION

in organizations.
OVERHAUL RECRUITMENT POLICIES

SET REPRESENTATION TARGETS

17

OFFER SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION
We began utilizing simultaneous translation more regularly in our
internal engagements, ensuring those who do not speak English with
organizational direction.
RESOURCES TO LEARN AND GROW
our team the resources to learn and grow. A new policy designed

MOVE TOWARDS POWER EQUITY
We launched a process to name, analyze and update our strategic

ship transition on our

22

.

TRAINING IN KEY DEI AREAS
We committed to an ongoing budget to support training in key areas.
Within the next year, we intend to implement training related to the
18

POWER AND KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENTS
We assessed our power and knowledge in relation to external

less knowledge than originally thought.

Award,19
Colombia.

Complex was coined by Teju Cole in his
in The Atlantic.
19 Please visit the Resourcing Refugees
Leadership Initiative
to learn
more.
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CONCLUSION

00:58 MIN READ

Asylum Access recognizes the power dynamics that exist within our
that these power dynamics are damaging our sector by hindering the
change.

20

We hope that

join us on this journey.

continue to update it as we, our partners, and our sector learn more.
20 See more about our own internal and
external efforts on refugee leadership and
inclusion:
.

24

We welcome the opportunity to connect with others who share the

sector.
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